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The farm economy is 
always subject to change.  
This year, trade wars have 
recently kept us on our 
toes.  Although we can 
never predict the future, 
Hurley & Associates has 
always strongly urged 
that farmers and ranchers 
prepare a well thought-out 
marketing plan. 

Why do we say “Simple 
is Hard?” We say this 
because of human nature. 
I asked my husband, who 
farms as well as advises 
farmers, why it was difficult 
to do a marketing plan. He 
told me that he just likes 
to get up every day and do 
what he feels is the most 
important task of the day.

I understand this with 
farmers because they live 
with volatile weather and 
volatile markets, just to 
name a couple variables.  
Although it is a challenge 
and takes a great deal of 
thought and discipline, 
goal setting is extremely 
important. Why?

1. When we do not have 

a plan, it is easy to get 
distracted – or attracted to 
other things that distract 
us from our goal. Anyone 
that wants to excel has to 
continue with that in mind 
and cannot afford to lose 
focus on the goal. 

If there are two words 
you need to remember 
to establish goals and 
follow through, it would be 
FOCUS AND DISCIPLINE.  

There is so much coming at 
us over the internet: news, 
production techniques 
and technology, etc. The 
information flow can be 
overwhelming.  This makes 
it tempting for us to follow 
the news of the day and 
not focus on the steps that 
actually get us closer to 
what we ultimately want 
to accomplish in our lives.  
We want to encourage you 
to implement a plan and 
stick with it.  Be sure to do 
it in a positive way.  

2. Unless you can 
determine the difference 
between urgent but not 
important and important 

but not urgent, it will be 
impossible not to become 
distracted. We can easily 
get frustrated, become 
overwhelmed, and have a 
tendency to just give up 
at trying to accomplish 
anything on certain days.

3. If we fail to distinguish 
between a To Do List, 
which are incremental 
goals, and the ultimate 
long-term goals, it can 
also cause frustration. I 
remember once making a 
To Do List and someone 
pointed out to me, “That 
is not a To Do List, this 
is a list of goals.”  You 
cannot accomplish that 
much without breaking it 
down to things that can be 
accomplished in shorter 
time increments.

4. We cannot accomplish 
anything unless we 
determine what we can 
do something about, 
and what we cannot. We 
can’t do anything about 
the weather, and we can’t 
control the markets. We 
can, however, have a plan 
of what we will do when 
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the market reaches a particular level, 
and when the weather takes a turn for 
the better or for the worse. We can 
call this an action plan.

5. It is possible to let the words 
Strategic Plan overwhelm us.  What 
does that mean? Some people are 
visionary – but have no strategy 
or steps in mind to achieve the 
goals necessary to accomplish the 
vision. Others are good at planning 
strategies for those who do have the 
vision.  The birth of a vision is like the 
birth of a child. The vision cannot be 
accomplished unless we have a plan.  
Similarly, you must guide and nurture 
a child to be a productive and well-
adjusted adult.

6. We may fail to execute a 
strategy when we have an 
opportunity. How many times 

have we let the market come 
and go without taking 

profitable opportunities?  
Those who earn excellent 

returns in managed 
money funds have a 

plan.  They determine 
a strategy and they 

execute. They cut their losses and let 
their profits run. Over time, they make 
money.  

Farmers and ranchers plan for a profit, 
mentally, but they have trouble with 
realizing profits. They don’t often know 
when they are profitable – thus they 
don’t execute when the market gives 
them a profit. They may “hit a home 
run” every ten years or so, but they 
don’t cut their losses in most years, 
so over time they don’t make money, 
or at least not what they could have 
made. 

Too frequently, they do not make 
enough profit to pay their short-term 
liabilities or debt and this turns into 
more short-term debt for the next crop 
year, or eventually more long-term 
debt and their equity in assets erodes.  
Fund Managers have days they do not 
make money. However, over time, the 
good ones do. 

We need to be sure to make market 
plans realistic and executable.  The 
key to success is execution when 
opportunity presents itself, but we 
also need to be in tune with market 
risk in order to minimize losses, when 
necessary.

7. Goals keep us accountable.  Not 
tracking progress is a discipline 
problem. Hurley has spent hundreds 
of thousands of dollars to write 
software to help clients prepare a 
cash flow break even that is more 
simple to use, although less accurate, 
than good management accounting 

records. However, it is adequate to 
help us set profitable goals that 

can cover short-term debt on 

any given marketing year. This helps 
you to maintain the ability to stay in 
business but not worry about trying to 
hit the high of the market every year.  

Do not set yourself up for defeat … 
set yourself up for victory. Set goals! 
Make progress by taking positive 
action and eliminating negative habits 
that set you up for defeat.  

You can do this in several thirty-minute 
sessions instead of long four-hour 
sessions. You can set three or four 
objectives and not try to accomplish 
too much in one session. 

So many psychological issues prevent 
us from making good business 
decisions. The definition of insanity 
is doing the same thing repeatedly, 
expecting different results.  We must 
work on obtaining good information 
from which to make decisions that 
move us progressively toward our 
long-term profit goals.  

A good action plan also requires a 
lot of communication between family 
members, all stakeholders, and good 
consultants who have your best 
interests are heart. 

Therefore, I would add a third word 
necessary in establishing worthy goals 
and action plans:

 1 – FOCUS
 2 – DISCIPLINE
 3 - COMMUNICATION.  

These are the keys to a good market 
plan – and a good market plan is the 
way for you to become profitable.  

The Importance of Setting Goals
By Ida Hurley  
Continued from page 1
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Grain Storage Incorporation
By Brandon Sowers

continued on page 4

After drainage tile or irrigation, the highest returning 
improvement to Midwest landowners is most often on-
farm grain drying and storage. This fact became apparent 
in the fall of 2017. Producers who did not have on-farm 
storage were at the mercy of the local grain elevators and 
merchandisers. With an overabundance of grain at their 
facilities, many buyers forced farmers to sell at delivery with 
grain at low prices. 

Producers who had on-farm storage did not face the 
same dilemma. They could store their crop during this 
unfortunate time and weather the storm. On-farm grain 
storage puts you in control of your harvest and grain 
marketing since: 

• When carry is represented in the market, having stored 
grain facilitates being able to contract a return to 
storage.  

• Flexibility in where and when grain is sold can be 
maintained.

• Harvesting may progress faster if grain does not have 
to be delivered to an off-farm location directly from the 
field.

• Grain may be used gradually throughout the year for 
livestock feed.

Building on-farm storage has traditionally been the 
favored approach to increasing storage capacity by grain 
producers. It provides maximum flexibility and control. 
However, care must be taken that additional storage 
structures fit well into the existing drying, handling and 
storage system.

The major disadvantage to building on-farm storage is the 
size of the initial investment. The cost of installing an on-
farm corn drying and storage bin is in the $2.50 to $3.50 per 
bushel range, depending upon the size of the bin and the 
amount of equipment.

An often overlooked solution to the investment issue is the 
Farm Storage Facility Loan provided by the Farm Service 
Agency. Farm Storage Facility Loans (FSFLs) provide low-
interest financing for producers to store, handle and/or 
transport eligible commodities they produce. This includes 
the following: 

•  Acquire, construct or upgrade 
new or used, portable or 
permanently affixed, on-farm 
storage and handling facilities

•  Acquire new or used storage and 
handling trucks; and 

•  Acquire portable or permanently affixed 
storage and handling equipment. 

A producer may borrow up to $500,000 per loan, 
with a minimum down payment of 15 percent. Loan 
terms are up to 12 years, depending on the amount 
of the loan. Producers must demonstrate storage needs 
based on three years of production history. FSA also 
provides a microloan option that, while available to all 
eligible farmers and ranchers, also should be of particular 
interest to new or small producers where there is a need for 
financing options for loans up to $50,000 at a lower down 
payment with reduced documentation. Applicants for all 
loans will be charged a nonrefundable $100 application fee.

Eligible commodities include: 

• Corn, grain sorghum, rice, soybeans, oats, peanuts, 
wheat, barley or minor oilseeds harvested as 

 whole grain
•  Corn, grain sorghum, wheat, oats or barley harvested 

as other-than-whole grain
•  Other grains (triticale, speltz and buckwheat)
•  Pulse crops (lentils, chickpeas and dry peas)
•  Hay
•  Honey
•  Renewable biomass
•  Rye

The following types of new/used facilities and upgrades are 
eligible and must have a useful life for at least the term of 
the loan:

•  Conventional cribs or bins
•  Oxygen-limiting structures and remanufactured 

oxygen-limiting structures
•  Flat-type storage structures
•  Electrical equipment and handling equipment
•  Safety equipment, such as interior and exterior ladders 

and lighting
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Grain Storage Incorporation
By Brandon Sowers
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Paul grew up in South Central, MN.  He graduated 
from the University of Minnesota, St. Paul Campus, 
with a double major in Animal and Plant Systems and 
Ag Industries and Marketing with a swine and livestock 
emphasis.  Prior to becoming a farm marketing 
consultant, Paul spent 12 years in various aspects of the 
pork industry including feed formulation and pricing, 
swine research management, wean to finish production 
management, and nutrition technical sales.  

Paul found Hurley’s service of customers, and their 
customized individual approach to risk management to 
be impressive and thorough.  Having up to date group 
projections is key to developing and executing each 
producer’s marketing strategy.  Paul’s understanding 
of the pork industry enables him to help producers 
understand their costs and protect their profits.  

Paul and his wife Pauline have three children.  Paul 
enjoys spending time outdoors with his family. 

What do you most 
enjoy about your job?
I enjoy building long term relationships 
and becoming part of a client’s 
management team, and through those 
relationships working with clients 
to help them take control of their 
business instead of feeling controlled 

by their business. 

How did you get started in your career?
My career in the Ag industry started through 
experiences in the 4-H and FFA programs.  Those 
experiences ultimately led to a career in the pork 
industry starting in nutrition, production management 
and now as a farm marketing consultant.

What are you most passionate about when it 
comes to serving your clients?
Through my career in the pork industry I have always 
believed in the need to have good records in order 
to make educated decisions for your business.  It is 
important to have good information to help make 
production management decisions, the decision to 
control costs, or decisions to secure revenue. 

What would be your ideal vacation?
Spending time in the outdoors with my family.

Consultant Spotlight:
PAUL VAN NURDEN

•  Equipment to improve, maintain or monitor the quality 
of stored grain

•  Concrete foundations, aprons, pits and pads, including 
site preparation, off-farm labor and 

 material, essential to the proper operation of the grain 
storage and handling equipment

•  Renovation of existing farm storage facilities if the 
renovation is for maintaining or replacing items

•  Grain handling and grain drying equipment determined 
by the Commodity Credit Corporation to be needed 
and essential to the proper operation of a grain storage 
system (with or without a loan for the storage facility)

•  Structures that are bunker-type, horizontal or open 
silo structures, with at least two concrete walls and a 
concrete floor

•  Structures suitable for storing hay built according to 
acceptable design guidelines

The combined benefit of lower drying costs, lower storage 
costs, less shrink, timely harvest, and more marketing 
options can result in a relatively quick pay back of the 
investment. A lower initial investment coupled with a low 
interest rate and flexible payment terms make the FSA’s 
Farm Storage Facility Loan program an ideal solution to the 
often-asked storage question. By incorporating on-farm 
storage into your farming operation, you can regain control 
over both your harvest and your grain marketing.

Sources:  Iowa State Extension & Outreach, USDA FSFL 
Fact Sheet

“We must give more in order to get 
more. It is the generous giving 
of ourselves that produces the 

generous harvest.”

– Orison Swett Marden
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Using the Chicago Board of Trade 
as a Pricing Vehicle for your Grain
By Trent Hurley and Ed Case

Most producers are familiar and comfortable with using the 
local cash market as the primary way to price their grain.  
While this is a good and reliable method, the use of futures 
and options as hedging tools can open up additional 
opportunities and can give producers more flexibility in 
marketing their crops.

Futures and options contracts can be used in a variety of 
ways to help reduce your overall price risk.  Cash flow issues 
aside, the primary reason for selling cash grain should 
be good basis opportunity.  With this principal in mind, 
producers can then separate and manage independently of 
one another the two pieces of price: Futures and Basis.

Some of the benefits of using the Chicago Board of 
Trade to hedge your grain are:

1. Enables you to set the futures price and basis 
independently.  Retaining the title allows you to shop 
the cash market for the best basis when the time is 
right and you maintain the ability to choose between 
elevator locations.  You may be able to do this in your 
own hedge account for less money than an elevator 
would charge by avoiding elevator contract and roll 
fees.

2. Allows you to price grain without the fear of a bushel 
commitment to a particular elevator.  This allows you to 
maintain maximum flexibility.  If you have a short crop, 
you avoid contract buyout charges from the elevator.

3. Gives you the flexibility to change your mind on time 
of delivery.  This will allow you to take full advantage of 
basis improvements or large carries in the market when 
they present themselves.

4. Allows you to cover a larger percentage of your crop 
than you may be comfortable with cash contracting 
early in the season because you avoid delivery 
commitments.

5. In this world of economic instability, you remain free 
from contractual commitments to an elevator entity 

should they suffer financial 
woes.

In order to use futures hedging 
successfully, the producer must have a 
lender who understands and is willing to 
support the process, and the producer must be 
able to handle the potential for margin calls.

Hurley and Associates often adds a step to all this by 
using what is called a Synthetic Put.  A synthetic put is 
simply this:

1. Selling a futures contract in your own account
2. At the same time buying a call option at or very near 
 the money.

This position has given our producers the added benefit 
of being able to place hedges very early in the year and 
know that the call will offset some of the margin call if the 
price should go higher, while at the same time you still have 
a cash crop growing in the field taking on added value.  If 
prices should go lower, there is penny for penny downside 
protection in place below the floor price set with the 
position.  Price becomes less significant and management 
of the call becomes more important.  Below are some 
examples to help illustrate.

Example #1 assumes a declining market.  It also 
assumes that the option ends with no value.

Example #2 assumes a higher market.  For simplicity, 
we show the call with intrinsic value only (amount in the 
money) and assumes not rolling the call up.

Example #3 presents a worse case scenario of a flat 
market, in which case you have spent money on options 
that simply eroded with time.

All three of these examples have many variables that simply 
cannot be covered in this short article.  Also, please note 
that the following price examples are for illustration only do 
not include the commissions and fees involved.  If you do 

continued on page 6
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Pricing Vehicle for your Grain
By
Continued from page 5

not already use futures contracts, you are encouraged to 
sit down and talk with your consultant to see if using them 
might be a good fit for your operation.

Example # 1 Lower Prices
 Corn

January Sell Dec Futures  4.00
   Buy Dec 4.50 Call  -0.30
   Futures floor  3.70
  
October Buy back Dec Futures 3.50
   option value  0.00
   Sell Cash Grain 
                         Futures 3.50
                         Basis -0.50
     3.00
  
   Profit from short position 0.50
   Option Value  0.00
   Option Cost  -0.30
   Net  3.20

Example # 2 Higher prices
 Corn

January Sell Dec Futures  4.00
   Buy Dec 4.50 Call  -0.30
   Futures floor  3.70
  
October Buy back Dec Futures 5.20
   option value  0.70
   Sell Cash Grain 
    Futures 5.20
    Basis -0.50
     4.70
  
   Loss from short position -1.20
   Option Value  0.70
   Option Cost  -0.30
   Net  3.90

Example # 3 Prices are flat
 Corn

January Sell Dec Futures  4.00
 Buy Dec 4.50 Call  -0.30
 Futures floor  3.70
  
October Buy back Dec Futures 4.00
 option value  0.00
 Sell Cash Grain 
                         Futures 4.00
                         Basis -0.50
   3.50
  
 Gain/Loss from short position 0.00
 option value  0.00
 option cost  -0.30

 Net  3.20

This material should be construed as market commentary, merely 
observing economic, political and/or market conditions, and not 
intended to refer to any particular trading strategy, promotional 
element or quality of service provided by Hurley & Associates. 
Hurley & Associates believes positions are unique to each per-
son’s risk bearing ability; marketing strategy; and crop conditions, 
therefore we give no blanket recommendations. The risk of loss 
in trading commodities can be substantial, therefore, carefully 
consider whether such trading is suitable for you in light of your 
financial condition.  NFA Rules require us to advise you that past 
performance is not indicative of futures results, and there is no 
guarantee that your trading experiences will be similar to past 
performance. Information contained herein was obtained from 
sources believed to be reliable, but is not guaranteed as to its 
accuracy.  These materials represent the opinions and viewpoints 
of the author, and do not necessarily reflect the viewpoints and 
trading strategies employed by Hurley & Associates. 
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Federal Reserve Tries to “Gently” 
Raise Interest Rates
By John A. Johnson

The U.S. Federal Reserve Bank as of this writing is on the 
verge of another 25 basis point interest rate hike. The bank 
is attempting to “gently” raise interest rates in order to 
slow the economy without creating a recession; which, if 
it comes to pass, will be the first time in the history of the 
bank they have managed to do that.  

Markets reacted today in anticipation of a stronger U$D as 
currency traders scramble to capitalize on higher interest 
rates.  Many observers, however, do not share the idea that 
our currency could or will appreciate since rates will still be 
low from a historical perspective.   
 
Stock markets are also expected to suffer more losses as 
participants begin to withdraw funds as companies begin 
to use profits and reserves to expand production facilities.   
They hire new employees so they can ramp up production 
to meet increasing demand from an economy that is in 
a strong state of growth, indicated by near-record low 
unemployment, rising wages and increasing retail sales.
Our domestic economy seems to be clicking right along, 
benefiting from the recent tax cut, decreasing regulation 
of our businesses and rising consumer confidence which 
is promoting more consumer spending. Housing costs are 
escalating, as are consumer prices in almost every area of 
our economy.  Wage growth has been occurring, but many 
suggest that wages are not keeping pace with the recent 
bout of price inflation. 

Much of the oxygen surrounding the domestic news is 
being absorbed by the incessant squabble concerning 
the confirmation, or not, of President Trump’s nominee 
to fill the current vacancy on the Supreme Court, Mr. 
Brett Kavanagh.  Hopefully, this issue will be put to rest 
one way or the other by the time this is published.  The 
constant friction and childish behavior on the part of 
our lawmakers tends to wear on our collective psyche.  
Many of our citizens feel as though there is no progress 
for bi-partisanship in sight, and the constant bickering is 
creating an impossible situation for reasonable, efficient 
government.

We have discussed the situation in Venezuela many times 
in this publication, but the end is near for their present 

regime and system of government.  
We have also mentioned many 
times that this is one of the saddest 
economic disasters in history. While 
they have untold wealth as a nation in oil 
reserves, (larger than even Saudi Arabia), 
inefficiency of production and reckless 
spending have simply sucked the economic 
life out of the country.  Many of its citizens have 
physically left, and the ones who have not had a 
miserable time finding food and other necessities 
of life.  One columnist recently called Venezuela “the 
national story of From Riches to Rags”. This situation 
has become a huge humanitarian nightmare and will 
soon be on the world stage to be dealt with.  

Our most pressing economic issue concerning U.S. farmers 
at this time, as far as foreign trade is concerned. is the 
fact that the Chinese government is locked in a serious 
tit for tat in tariffs with our government.  The hardest hit 
commodity at this time seems to be American soybeans.  
This is the most inopportune time possible, since we 
are on the verge of harvesting what looks to be a record 
crop of beans, many of which have no place to go for an 
immediate market.  Prices have fallen from $10.60/bushel 
to $8.25/bushel in only 5 months.  At this time the Chinese 
are attempting to fill in with Brazilian soybeans, and we 
are trying to market beans to other countries around the 
world.  If we all told the truth, neither situation works as 
well as the old trade.   Trade restrictions hardly ever end 
well for either party involved; we do not expect this one 
to be any different.  Missed sales opportunities are hard 
to make up, and price distortions usually have farther and 
longer reaching effects than we could have imagined.  
Our government is offering a subsidy for soybeans, but 
it appears to be a bit small to keep our soybean farmers 
whole. 

We still have military “hot spots” in the world, in Syria and 
Afghanistan, while we have inflammatory rhetoric coming 
from North Korea, but news from these areas is pushed off 
the front pages and out of our newscasts by the antics of 
our congressmen and congresswomen in Washington D. C. 
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Except as otherwise noted, the contents of this newsletter are copyrighted 
materials of Hurley & Associates Agri-Marketing Centers of Charleston, Inc. and 
contain trademarks, service marks and trade names of Hurley & Associates 
Agri-Marketing Centers of Charleston, Inc. and/or affiliates. 
ALL RIGHTS ARE RESERVED.

While the information contained in this newsletter is derived from sources 
which are believed to be accurate and timely, there may be inadvertent factual 
inaccuracies or typographical and other errors, and the information is not 
warranted or guaranteed for accuracy or completeness. Any opinions expressed 
herein are subject to change or correction without notice and Hurley & Associates 
Agri-Marketing Centers of Charleston, Inc. and its affiliates disclaim all liability 
for errors or omissions in these materials, and disclaims all liability for the use or 
interpretation by others of information contained in this newsletter. This material 
should be construed as the solicitation of trading strategies and/or services
provided by Hurley & Associates, Inc. noted in this newsletter.  We believe 
positions are unique to each person’s risk-bearing ability, marketing strategy, and 
crop conditions, and therefore, Hurley & Associates Agri-Marketing Centers of 
Charleston Inc. does not give blanket recommendations. Any examples given are 
strictly hypothetical and no representation is being made that any person will or is 
likely to achieve profits or losses similar to those examples.

Decisions based on information contained in this newsletter are the sole 
responsibility of the reader, and in exchange for receiving this information, the 
reader agrees to hold Hurley & Associates Agri-Marketing Centers of Charleston, 
Inc. and/or its affiliates harmless against any claims for damages arising from any 
decisions that the reader makes based on such information. The risk of loss in 
trading commodities can be substantial, therefore, carefully consider whether such 
trading is suitable for you in light of your financial condition. Past performance is 
not indicative of future results, and there is no guarantee that your trading 
experience will be similar to past performance.
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